AGENDA

Room CE 409
8:30  Registration and Continental Breakfast
9:00  Marty Irwin, CCTR Director - Welcome
9:15  Kyle Cline, Lugar Energy Center, IUPUI – Welcome, Research Update
9:45  Jie Chen, Department of Mechanical Engineering, IUPUI – New Degree in Energy Engineering
10:00 Tom Brady, Purdue North Central – Indiana Coal Corridor and the Need to Reduce Truck Traffic on I-65
10:45 Break
11:00 Frank Patton, Council of Calumet – Illiana Coal Export Potential
11:30 Rich Cooper, Ports of Indiana – Update and Future Potential

Room CE 405
12:15 Lunch (provided)

Room CE 409
12:45 Brandon Seitz, Director of the Indiana Office of Energy and Defense Development – Legislative Update
1:00  Eric Miklaszewski (with Steve Son and Lori Groven), School of Mechanical Engineering, Purdue – Retrofit Potential for Indiana Coal-Fired Power Plants, Including Oxyfuel
       Bill Harrington, Fuel Streamers – Recovering Coal Fines for Use in Stoker Boilers
       Matt Massaro (with Steve Son and Lori Groven), School of Mechanical Engineering, Purdue – Coal Fine Briquetting Using MSW (LDPE and HDPE) and Other Binders
2:30  Marty Irwin – CCTR Program Updates
3:00  Adjourn

Agenda as of 3/23/11 - subject to change

Next meeting: August 16 at the University of Notre Dame